
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Winner: Mohammed Naeem  

Mohammed was nominated by the client for West Midlands trains for his work at Tile Hill Railway 

Station on 4 September.  

Whilst working the station he became aware of an elderly female on Platform 1 who was acting 

suspiciously. She was standing close to the edge of the platform. He tried to engage with the woman 

with little success as a fast train was approaching the woman made a deliberate movement toward 

the platform edge. 

Mohammed grappled with the woman and pulled her to safety and although she did come into 

contact with the passing train, her injuries were superficial. He then assisted and supported the 

woman in the immediate aftermath of the incident until the arrival of the emergency services.  

He has been praised by the BTP for preventing an almost inevitable death and the undoubted 

disruption that would have occurred on the Network.  

Mohammed is highly commended for his bravery and professionalism.  

 

Nominee: Alex Asare  

Alex was nominated by the client at Euston Railway for his work on 4 September.  

Alex was working in the taxi rank at the station when he noticed a male who frequents the station 

acting suspiciously. He watched the male and saw him helping a lady put her luggage into a taxi but 

intentionally left a bag behind.  

He challenged the male and told him he should leave the station and called for assistance. The male 

ran off. CCTV footage has been passed to BTP for further enquiries.  

The client wrote, “A highly praised well done to Alex Asare for his intervention and subsequently 

repatriating the bag with the owner, which would have surely been stolen had he not proactively 

taken quick action.” 

Alex is highly commended for his initiative and professionalism.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

Nominee: Mohammed Hosny  

Mohammed was nominated by the Shift Station Manager at London Bridge railway station for his 

actions on 25 August.  

Mohammed was deployed on the station and whilst carrying out his security checks on the lower 

concourse he found the covert testing device that had been deployed.  

The client wrote, “I have already spoken with him, but would be grateful if you could pass on praise 

to him. I have also noticed a good work ethic and performance from Mo, so we would certainly like to 

continue to have him here.” 

Mohammed is commended for his diligence and professionalism.  

 

 

Nominee: Danielle Roberts  

Danielle was nominated by the Revenue Protection and Security Manager for West Midlands Trains 

whilst she was working at Aston Railway Station on 25 August.  

She was deployed at the bottom of the stairs leading to platform 2 when an incident started to 

develop at a similar location leading to Platform 1. The client asked her to support at the second 

location and she immediately did so, pushing through a crowd of football fans to support the lone 

colleague. Together they formed a human shield and prevented an already crowded area becoming 

more so.  

The client wrote, “Could you please pass on my thanks to her because if she hadn’t intervened things 

could have gone horribly wrong.” 

Danielle is one of our newest members of staff so her actions are even more noteworthy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Nominee: Allan Longhurst  

Allan was nominated by our client at St Pancras railway station for his work on 20 September.  

Allan was deployed as the Supervisor on site when he noticed a member of the public filming the 

station CCTV cameras. He approached the person who admitted that he was a blogger and was 

recording for the purpose of displaying on YouTube. Allan pointed out that in these days of hostile 

recognisance that this was not acceptable, and the footage was then deleted.  

BTP have been informed and are assessing for intelligence purposes.  

Allan is commended for his diligence and professionalism.    

 

 

Nominees: Chelsea Poole and James Layton  

They were nominated by the Emergency Planning Manager for Virgin Trains for their work at Preston 

Railway Station on 19 September. This was during the first few days of deployment on a new 

contract.  

He wrote, “Great start and feedback from Preston last night. We had two SES staff supporting 

Preston last night during the disruption and they were fantastic! Didn’t catch their names, they got 

stuck straight in helping out where needed and were being really proactive and visible. They had 

brilliant interaction with the passengers as well and are a great addition to the team! 

Both are commended for their professionalism and customer service. 


